When a shell collapses through its horizon, semiclassical physics suggests that information cannot escape from this horizon. One might hope that nonperturbative quantum gravity effects will change this situation and avoid the 'information paradox'. We note that string theory has provided a set of states over which the wavefunction of the shell can spread, and that the number of these states is large enough that such a spreading would significantly modify the classically expected evolution. In this article we perform a simple estimate of the spreading time, showing that it is much shorter than the Hawking evaporation time for the hole. Thus information can emerge from the hole through the relaxation of the shell state into a linear combination of fuzzballs.
The information paradox
Consider a shell of matter that collapses to form a black hole. As the shell passes through its horizon, the light cones 'tip over' so that any particle inside the horizon is forced to move towards the center of the hole, ending its trajectory at the singularity. As a consequence the region near the horizon becomes the 'vacuum' in this classical picture; any matter near this horizon either flows off to infinity or gets sucked inside the hole.
Quantum effects cause the black hole to slowly leak away energy by the creation of particle-antiparticle pairs at the horizon. But since these pairs are created out the vacuum, the emerging quanta carry no information about the the matter which made the hole. Thus in this semiclassical picture we get a loss of unitarity -the well known black hole information paradox [1] .
One might hope that nonperturbative quantum gravity effects like 'tunneling' will resolve this paradox. But for this to happen, we needs three things (a) A set of states to tunnel to.
(b) The probability of tunneling to these states should be high enough; since the black hole looks like a macroscopic, smooth classical object it may seem that the probability to tunnel to something else will be small, and classical physics should be accurate.
(c) Even if we have (a), (b), we still need to know that this tunneling will happen in a time shorter than the Hawking evaporation time of the hole
Otherwise the nonperturbative process will not help solve the information question -the state of the created pairs will be essentially the same as the one in Hawking's semiclassical computation.
In this article we will recall how string theory has provided us with (a) and (b), and we will then perform a simple estimate and observe that we naturally arrive at (c).
Black hole microstates
People have long sought to construct 'hair' on black holes to account for the large entropy [2] 
But examining perturbations to the hole geometry gave no such hair. It turns out that the hair are nonperturbative deformations of the geometry. String theory leads to the realization that 6 additional compact dimensions beyond the visible 3+1 are needed to get a consistent theory of gravity. These additional directions give gauge fields by Kaluza-Klein (KK) reduction, and it is known that no perturbative hair can be found for gauge fields either. But now consider the following nonperurbative deformation. Take one compact circle S 1 , and use it to make a KK-monopole at some location r 1 in the non-compact space. This means that the S 1 fibers nontrivially over the r space, so the construction uses the noncompact directions in an essentially nonperturbative manner. At some other location r 2 there will be an anti-KK-monopole, so that we generate no net KK charge. This geometry will have no horizon or singularity and might look nothing like the black hole that we wanted to consider. But it has the same mass and charges as the hole, and in string theory one can show there will be one subfamily of black hole microstates that will have this form. More complicated states can be made using more KK pairs, till we reach situations where the monopoles are so close together than quantum effects must be considered, and quantum stringy fuzz fills up an entire ball shaped region. The fuzzball conjecture says that different states of this kind account for all the states of the black hole; none of these states have a traditional horizon which would have the vacuum in its vicinity -the black hole microstates are horizon size 'fuzzballs' that can radiate like any other object that emits (information carrying) radiation from its surface [3] . Now suppose we have a shell that is collapsing through its horizon. The fuzzball states form a complete set of energy eigenstates for the system, so this collapsing shell state can be written as a superposition of fuzzball states (which we label by their energies
Can the wavefunction of the shell spread over this entire space of states? Let us first estimate a 'tunneling amplitude' A ∼ e S tunnel between the shell state and any one of the fuzzball states. In [4] it was argued that
where we have used the black hole length scale GM to estimate the curvature scale in S tunnel . This gives
This is, as expected, a very small number, but on the other hand the number of states that we can tunnel to is
a very large number. We now see that (6) can offset (5), making a spreading over all fuzzball states possible. Thus while our first impression suggests that a black hole is a classical system, this is in fact not true; the enormous entropy of the hole gives a very large phase space of states, and even though there is a very small probability to tunnel to one of these states, the probability can be order unity to tunnel to some linear combination of the fuzzball states.
The time for tunneling
Our question now is: can we argue that this spread will happen over a time less than the Hawking evaporation time? Recall how we compute the tunneling time in a doublewell potential. The wavefunction of a quantum in the left well can be written as a superposition of symmetric and antisymmetric wavefunctions
These eigenfunctions |ψ S , |ψ A have slightly different energies, so that the total state evolves as
After a time
the S, A parts of the wavefunction are out of phase, and the wavefunction has tunneled to the right well state
Now let us estimate t dephase for our black hole problem. First, note that to make the shell collapse to a black hole we must localize the matter in the shell so that it fits in a radius ≪ R, where R is the Schwarzschild radius for the shell. This needs a spread in radial momentum ∆P ≫ 1 R
The energy of the shell is E ∼
, and so the uncertainty in E will be
Thus
But the Hawking evaporation time for a Schwarzschild hole (in all dimensions) is
Thus we find that the time over which the the wavefunction 'dephases to fuzzballs' is shorter than the Hawking evaporation time
Summary
We thus have a complete path to understanding the resolution of the black hole information paradox. The two main peculiarities of black holes are (a) the very large entropy, which is large because of a power of 1 and (b) the very long time of Hawking evaporation, which again has a 1 when measures in units of the black hole radius. We now see that even though the black hole looks like a classical object, its behavior need not be classical at all. In the path integral formulation of quantum mechanics we have a classical action, and a phase space measure. For macroscopic objects, the measure factor is typically ignorable for the evolution. But since the black hole has such a large entropy, it has a very large phase space. The spread of the wavefunction over this phase space competes with the contribution of the classical action, and makes the physics essentially quantum. Of course given enough time the wavefunction for any system spreads; thus we need to check that the timescale for spreading in our case is shorter than the physical timescale of interest -the Hawking evaporation time. This is what we indeed found in our simple estimate.
Thus the collapsing shell changes to a linear combination of fuzzball states in a time shorter than the Hawking evaporation time, and since these fuzzball states do not have 'horizons', information can emerge just as from a piece of burning coal. It would be interesting to compare the estimates here with general ideas about information release times discussed in [5] .
